very general. Electric fields can be specified by point charges and infinitesimal charged elements which can also have a time variation, and by regions of constant electric field. The electric field due to the time variation of the magnetic field is calculated and added to the specified electric field. The magnetic field arising from a time-varying charged element, however, is neglected. The program is written in FORTRAN and COMPASS and requires a memory allotment of 110,000 8 words.
Introduction
MAFCO III was written to solve some of the problems that arise in plasma physics and accelerator design regarding the motion of charged particles in complicated magnetic and electric fields.
Whereas MAFC0
1 calculates the magnetic field from the current elements, and MAFCO II 2 calculates the guiding center motion in a magnetic field which is applicable for particle motion with small gyroradii, MAFCO III calculates the particle's trajectory.
4 Some other computer codes '
have been written to follow the motion of particles in a magnetic field. MAFCO III is more general than the other programs in that it can handle relativistic calculations and has provisions for timevarying magnetic fields and electric fields. The particular input for electric fields required by MAFCO III is not appropriate for problems in which potential distributions specify the electric field.
Other programs 4 should be used for problems of that type. Also, it is assumed that no permeable material is present. Some two-dimensional codes 5 ' 6 are available for calculating trajectories in the presence of permeable material.
In specifying the magnetic field the current-carrying conductors must be approximated by straight lines, circular loops, arcs of circles, or a series of points designating the geometry of a general current element (the code puts a straight-line element between each pair of points). The cross section of these current elements is assumed to be infinitesimal. This is usually a good approximation; for those cases in which the conductor's cross section is not negligible, it may be easily approximated with several infinitesimal elements.
•In specifying the electric field, one can use charged elements with the geometries described, point charges, and electric fields that -2 - are constant over a given region of space. All of these except the last may be time varying.
The time variation of the current elements and charged elements can be specified by a table of points. (The variation is taken to be linear between the points.) Other options are: (l) a sine-wave rise and an exponential decay and, (2) an exponentially-decaying sine-wave variation.
The units used by the code are: The equations of motion for a charged particle in an electric and a magnetic field are as follows 
is the ratio of the particle's total energy to its rest energy. The quantity m 0 is the particle's rest mass, e is its electric charge, R is its spacial coordinate, v is its velocity, I. represents the "" "" currents,and c is the velocity of light. The trajectory of the particle is obtained by integrating Eqs.
(1) and (2) with the use of Eqs. Tab~e of' and t. v~ues.
l.
For a given time t the current I is c~culated by the linear interpo~ation,
II.
A sine-wave rise with an exponenti~ decay as would occur with an inductive and resistive e~ement powered by a capacitor bank which is crowbarred at peak field. 
I(t)
III. An exponential decaying sine wave. (One can ~s~ use this type for a sine-wave variation by using a large value for the decay time.)
for t 0 < t :5 tm ,
The e~uations for the electric fields caused by the changing magnetic fields are calcul.ated from the vector potential A by
~ depends on time only through I(t), and the equation for ~ was obtained by integration of for each type of current element. Here 
C. Electric Fields for Charged Elements
The equations for the electric fields created by charged elements are calculated from
and (12) where Q is the charge and L is the length of the charged element.
The resulting electric fields are: (1-k )(1 -k sin ~1 ) . 
i . These same transformation equations are used for the circular arcs.
E. Total Field
The total electric and magnetic fields are obtained by summing each component over all elements. For example,
j=l j=l
A. Program Cards
The program is available on library tape number 13898 and on PSS for use on the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 7600. The required sequence of control cards is as follows: JOBNAME,05,TIME LIMIT IN CU'S,llOOOO.ACCOUNT NUMBER,YOUR NAME *7600
REQUEST,MAFC03,HY,Z,l3898.
or LIBCOPY,MAFLIB,MAFC03,MAFC03.
REWIND ,MAFC03.
MAFC03.
7-8-9 multiple punch in column l.
MAFC03 data deck 6-7-8-9 standard white end-of-job card.
•• ..
...
B. Input Cards
In concise form the input is as given in Table I . If a current or charged element is constant in time, then one does not need any GENERAL TIME-VARYING CURRENT CARDS for that element. Table I Number of LOOPS.
Nmnber of ARCS.
Number of STRAIGHT LINES. 
21-25
Number of POIN'l' CHARGES.
26-30
Number of CONSTANT POLAR ELECTRIC FIELDS.
31-35 Number of CONSTANT RECTANGULAR ELECTRIC FIELDS •

36-40
Number of GENERAL TIME-VARYING CURRENTS AND CHARGES.
41-45
Number of particle trajectories. There must be at least 5 points per table.
46-55
For standard time-varying currents use the following format instead of the above.
1st card negative integer giving function type, up to four constants for function Format (I5,4Fl0.3);e.g.,sine-wave rise, exp. (d) If the specified angle print-out flag is nonzero, a card g1 v1ng two angles at which print out is desired must follow this card; Format (2FlO.l).
The symbols in Table I are defined as follows:
(1 
c. Output
All output information is labeled. First, all of the input information is printed out to identify the problem. The gyroradius, B, particle momentum, and ~are printed out at the starting and ending -point of the trajectory. As the particle moves along the trajectory, columns of t (time) R, e, z, w, vx, VY' vz, B,and E are printed out at intervals of delta-t until tmax is reached or until the particle leaves the designated boundary. .;. r t)
..
,. MAFC03 data deck 6-7-8-9 standard white end-of-job card.
The name on the overlay card must be the same as the name given in columns 46-55 of the second data card for the problem. If the generator requires card input, they should be placed just before the "boundary card" for the problem. MAFCO III will print' out generated as well as input coil data so this need not be done in the generator. Generated data must be stored in the common blocks COILS and ITABLE in accordance with the following table. where it is assumed that N lines are. to be generated. ' o. ~.
'l.
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